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this second volume contains the first of baudelaires major, more
important poems. the first one is un voyage dans la lune. he called the

poem un voyage dans la lune because he was inspired by an artful
experiment by joseph henry, in which the french scientist proved, by

measuring the capacitance of the capacitor, that the capacity of a
capacitor is not a constant, and that there are two types of liquids, one

being denser than the other. density depends on the kind of liquid, and is
not a constant. in baudelaires view, the analogy between the two states
of matter led to the analogy between the different states of the human
soul. the analogy is a literary conceit, but one that was considered by

some critics to have a solid foundation in scientific explanation. the poem
represents a change in baudelaire, who was writing much of his poetry
previously, and who would continue to change his style as he matured.
the poem is also an attack on the church, which is opposed to the idea
that we are immortal beings. the french poet frédéric mistral was the
most renowned proponent of les fleurs du mal. the significance of les

fleurs du mal is not just the way in which baudelaire used the word mal,
as the word has a range of meanings. it is also the way in which

baudelaire used the symbol of suffering. baudelaire used the flore
clypticas, or the single white flower of the cypress tree, as a symbol of

suffering. baudelaire imagined the white flower as a symbol of the soul. it
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is like the white flower of the cypress tree because the cypress is both a
tortured and a dying tree. the white flower of the cypress is a symbol of

suffering in general.
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charles was, however, more immersed in his own intellectual interests
and less rigid and conventional than his father. while his father had no

qualms about traditional french values, charles cared little about tradition
and more about the new cultural movement, la pensée nouvelle. while he

was fortunate to be raised in a family that encouraged his intellectual
pursuits, he was also born into an atmosphere of oppression. the legacy of
the french revolution was most evident in the past, and the modernization

of france was slow and difficult, with the political climate continuing to
affect his life. a bientot [nous vous tiendrons la main] et je vous parlerai

[de la vengeance]. voici que vous pouvez voir un des plus beaux
monuments qui soit ceux d la belgique, a lui miteriez-vous? il est le sujet
de ce petit ouvrage (soon we will be holding your hand and i will speak to

you about vengeance. here is the subject for this little work of mine:
would you be willing to look at one of the most beautiful monuments

belgium has to offer? it is the subject of this little work). he goes on to
discuss the merits of the statue at a length and in a style that owes a
great deal to the moniteur. in fact, it is a moniteur of words. the prose

style of the moniteur is a perfect fit for the subject: the statue is a
monument to the fall of louis xvi. but baudelaire also emphasizes the

statue s beauty and the idea that it stands not in its own right but as a
gateway to another time, a reminder of a past greatness. he ends by

exhorting the reader to visit the statue: 5ec8ef588b
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